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TRUE COLOR ACTIVATOR
TM

RT-202

STRIPPER / DESTAINER SYSTEM FOR RUBBER TILE FLOORS
DESCRIPTION:
The TRUE COLOR System is a two-part stripping system specially formulated to simultaneously strip and
destain rubber tile flooring. The formula contains a stripper component (TRUE COLOR STRIPPER) and a stain
removing component (TRUE COLOR ACTIVATOR), which are combined with water to form a solution which
safely removes old floor finish and seal without discoloration (yellowing) of the rubber tile. Previous methods
using chlorine bleach to remove discoloration can be discarded, as the TRUE COLOR System contains no
chlorine bleach, which has produced many environmental and health concerns.
The TRUE COLOR System can be used safely for rubber tile, as well as other resilient tile flooring, including vinyl,
composition vinyl, asphalt or linoleum. Masonry, concrete and stone tile can also be safely treated with the TRUE
COLOR System. Always test a small area prior to application; if in doubt, consult SURTEC.
MIXING DIRECTIONS (each container of TRUE COLOR ACTIVATOR has a 12 ounce measuring cup or one
ounce scoop included in the container):
For HEAVY BUILDUP: for each gallon of water, add 3.5 ounces of TRUE COLOR ACTIVATOR (RT-202) and mix
until dissolved. Then to each gallon of ACTIVATOR and water solution, add 18 ounces of TRUE COLOR
STRIPPER (RT-201).
For NORMAL STRIPPING: for each gallon of water, add 3.25 ounces of TRUE COLOR ACTIVATOR (RT-202)
and mix until dissolved. Then to each gallon of ACTIVATOR and water solution, add 11 ounces of TRUE COLOR
STRIPPER (RT-201) and stir until completely mixed.
USE DIRECTIONS:
Apply solution to floor, keeping the area wet for a minimum of twenty minutes. Scrub with a floor machine and
strip pads or brushes. Vacuum up used solution, then rinse twice with copious amounts of clean, cold water.
Allow to dry, then high speed buff, dust mop, and apply 2 coats of SURTEC FS-600 and 3 coats of ULTRA II,
allowing each coat to dry before applying subsequent coats. High speed buff each coat for optimum results.
SPECIFICATIONS (RT-202 ACTIVATOR COMPONENT):
APPEARANCE: ............................................ White granular powder
ODOR: .......................................................... None
HMIS RATING ............................................... Health =1 Flammability = 0 Physical Hazard = 1
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: ............................... 140 grams per liter
BIODEGRADABLE: ...................................... Yes
CHLORINE BLEACHES: ............................... None
SAFE FOR USE ON: .................................... Nylon, rayon, olefins, and other synthetic and natural fibers
unaffected by water.
DILUTION RATE: ........................................... 3% (see above for detailed mixing directions)
PACKAGE SIZE: .......................................... 1.5 pound jar
..................................................................... 7.5 pound pail
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SURTEC warrants this product to be of consistent quality. SURTEC’S warranty is limited to the replacement of product proven defective. The user assumes all other risks and
liabilities resulting from the use of this product. If you have any questions, please call SURTEC at (209) 820-3700.

